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Human Genome Project
Yesterday
 The National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Department of Energy joined with
international partners in a quest to sequence all 3 billion letters, or base pairs, in the
human genome, the complete set of DNA in the human body. This concerted, public
effort was known as the Human Genome Project.
 In 1953, James Watson and Francis Crick described the double helix structure of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
 The Human Genome Project’s goal was to provide researchers powerful tools to
understand the genetic factors in human disease, paving the way for new strategies
for their diagnosis, treatment and prevention.
 In April 2003, researchers successfully completed the Human Genome Project, under
budget and more than two years ahead of schedule.

Human Genome Project
Today
 The Human Genome Project has already fueled the discovery of more than 1,800
disease genes.
 As a result of the Human Genome Project, today’s researchers can find a gene
suspected of causing an inherited disease in a matter of days
 There are now more than 2,000 genetic tests for human conditions.
 These tests enable patients to learn their genetic risks for disease and also help
healthcare professionals diagnose disease.
 Pharmacogenomics is a field that looks at how genetic variation affects an individual’s
response to a drug.
 Pharmacogenomic tests can identify if a breast cancer patient will respond to the drug
Herceptin, if an AIDS patient should take the drug Abacavir, or the individual correct
dosage for the blood-thinner Warfarin.

Human Genome Project
Tomorrow
 Individualized analysis based on each person’s genome will lead to a powerful form of
preventive, personalized and preemptive medicine.
 By tailoring recommendations to each person’s DNA, health care professionals will be able
to work with individuals to focus efforts on the specific strategies — from diet to high-tech
medical surveillance — that are most likely to maintain health for that particular individual.
 Based on a deeper understanding of disease at the genomic level, we will see a whole new
generation of targeted interventions, creating more effective drugs with fewer side effects.

A Texas testimonial
“[I] just had to thank you for recommending that new gene test for
medications. My dad, Dewey Young who is 88 years old, took your
test on 4/14/2016. Weeks later, he was admitted to the hospital and
was having a heart attack. After receiving 3 stints due to 100%
blockage of the "widowmaker", we had experienced a terrible
week of adjustment to six different types of medications. The
reaction was so bad he had to go back to the original hospital for a
drug "tune-up". I remembered that we had just taken your test and
asked to receive the results and sure enough, for example, he was
struggling with a medication by the name of Metoprolol and it was
right on your potentially impacted medication list. I was so proud to
have this report because after life saving heart procedures and 5
weeks in the hospital all of our problems came down to medication.
I am a advocate of this test and have since had both my husband
and myself tested. I believe when hours make a difference in life or
death we need every tool possible to make the right decision.
Please know I am happy to expand on our hospital story and great
recovery due to the knowledge your tests gave us.
Regards,
Chairman of the Board – Hospital”

“With wide open flow
to the heart, right
meds, he is Superman!
He is home
commanding his man
cave!”

What is Pharmacogenetics?
 Pharma = drug or medicine
 Genomics = the study of genes
Personalized medicine tailored to YOUR genes

Pharmacogenetics in action
 Imagine if you've had a heart attack and your doctor prescribes
a medication that lowers your risk of having another. Taking
into account different factors such as your weight, age and
medical history, your doctor might prescribe a blood-thinning
drug to help prevent blood clots from causing another heart
attack.
 Without testing, neither you nor your doctor knows exactly
how you'll react to the medication.
 Pharmacogenomics speeds up that trail and error. Before you
take a single dose of medication, you can test your DNA to see
how likely you will respond to the medication.

Real World Scenarios of Testing
 Scenario 1
-Do you know if your patients stent failures were attributed to
poorly metabolized Plavix?
 Scenario 2
-Do you know if your patients anti-depressants will inhibit
metabolism of their blood pressure medication?
 Scenario 3
-Do you know if your post-op patients’ tramadol dosage is
correct?
*Genetic Testing increase patient satisfaction?

Patient Selection
 New patients that need to get a baseline for an effective
medication management program
 Patients on multiple medications
 Patients taking a prodrug [P] (Codeine, Tramadol, Plavix,
Tamoxifen)
 Patients with history of substance abuse, cancer or psychiatric
disorders
 Patients on opioids that say they need a higher dose or when
prescribed drugs do not show up in urine drug tests
 When a patient has unexplained symptoms or current
medications aren’t effective

Why PGx Testing?
 Providing efficient healthcare to patients
 Diagnosing cause for drug related side effects
 Assisting healthcare providers select the most efficient
drug dose for their patient
 Avoiding therapeutic failure
 Minimizing side effects and toxicity
 Achieving optimal therapeutic response
 Eliminating trial and error on patients
 Defining how patients respond to drugs based on their
genetic makeup, the right drug, right dose, right now.

How does PGx Testing prevent
Adverse Drug Reactions
 It can inform you if Plavix will not work for a patient. If Plavix
does not work patient is at risk of having a stroke or a heart
attack.
 What happens if a patient that is new to Warfarin is on a dose
that’s too high? Cerebral hemorrhage (brain bleed), GI bleed
 What happens if a cancer drug doesn’t work for the patient?
Potential cancer relapse and financial toll
 What’s the risk to a patient if they are sent home after being
discharged on new meds? Risk of ADR’s and readmission.

Stats and Key points:










Better Medication Therapy
Adults. Geriatrics. Pediatrics.
42% of patients taking pain medication get no relief.
Patients carrying low-function gene variants, have a 350% to
800% risk for major cardiovascular events.
25% of patients on prescription medication report adverse
events.
The most common ADRs occur from opioids, selective
serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs), beta-blockers, ACE
inhibitors, and NSAIDs.
Improved patient adherence and compliance.
Knowing a patient’s genotype has been shown to increase the
likelihood of patients adhering to a prescribed regimen.

Continued Stats:
 An estimated $136 billion is spent on treating ADRs
annually. Prescription opioid analgesics are among the
most common causes of ADRs
 Up to 30% of patients have a genetic opioid metabolic
defect. This results in 100,000 deaths and $2.2 billion
adverse drug events per year.
 3 out of 4 patients are at risk of an adverse drug event
 In the US, prescriptions of medications is at all time high

Types of Metabolizers

PGx Cardiovascular Panel

PGx Pain panel

PGx Psychotropic panel

PGx Sample Report

Safety Announcement
 The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has added a Boxed
Warning to Plavix, the anti-blood clotting medication. This label
warns patients who may not effectively metabolize the drug (i.e.
"poor metabolizers") and therefore will not receive the full
benefits of the drug.
 The Boxed Warning in the drug label will include information to:
 Warn about reduced effectiveness in patients who are poor
metabolizers of Plavix. Poor metabolizers do not effectively
convert Plavix to its active form in the body.
 Inform healthcare professionals that tests are available to
identify genetic differences in CYP2C19 function.

Continued..
 Advise healthcare professionals to consider use of other antiplatelet medications or alternative dosing strategies for Plavix in
patients identified as poor metabolizers.
 Plavix is given to reduce the risk of heart attack, unstable angina,
stroke, and cardiovascular death in patients with cardiovascular
disease. Plavix works by decreasing the activity of platelets, making
platelets less likely to form blood clots.
 For Plavix to work, enzymes in the liver (particularly CYP2C19) must
convert (metabolize) the drug to its active form. Patients who are
poor metabolizers of the drug, do not effectively convert Plavix to
its active form. In these patients, Plavix has less effect on platelets,
and therefore less ability to prevent heart attack, stroke, and
cardiovascular death.
 It is estimated that 2 to 14% of the population are poor metabolizers;
the rate varies based on racial background.

Anticipated benefits of
Pharmacogenetics:
 More powerful medicines - Pharmaceutical companies will be
able to produce therapies more targeted to specific diseases,
maximizing therapeutic effects while decreasing damage to
nearby healthy cells.
 Better, safer drugs - Recovery time will go down and safety will
go up. The likelihood of adverse reactions will go down or will be
eliminated altogether.
 More accurate methods of determining appropriate drug
dosages - Current methods of basing dosages on weight and age
will be replaced with dosages based on a person's genetics -how well the body processes the medicine and the time it takes
to metabolize it.

Economic issues from molecule to
marketplace
Pharmacogenetics will lead to an overall decrease in the cost
of health care because of decreases in:
 the number of adverse drug reactions,
 the number of failed drug trials,
 the time it takes to get a drug approved,
 the length of time patients are on medication,
 the number of medications patients must take to find an
effective therapy, and
 the effects of a disease on the body (through early
detection).

Future of Medicine
 Predictive: enhanced use of genetic diagnostic
markers to predict disease
 Personalized: based upon individualized genetic
characteristics, therapy will be individually tailored
 Preventive: utilize patient specific medications to
prevent disease
 Participatory: patients will continue to take more
control of their health care ( e.g. electronic medical
records)

Personalized Medicine brings big
wins to managed care
According to a recent report from the Personalized Medicine Coalition (PMC), “The
Personalized Medicine Report: Opportunity, Challenges, and the Future.”
“Personalized medicine aligns extremely well with managed care,” says Daryl
Pritchard, PhD, vice president, science policy, PMC. “It provides high-value
prevention and treatment strategies based on individual patient molecular
information.”
“Furthermore, as personalized medicine is increasingly recognized as a leading
paradigm in healthcare, more patients will be attracted to healthcare delivery
systems that promise to practice more effective personalized care.”

A new agenda
How will personalized medicine fit into President Trump’s proposed healthcare
agenda?
Trump has stated that his goals in healthcare reform include bringing costs down
while accelerating the pace of biomedical innovation. Personalized medicine
provides continued momentum for both goals.
“If the new administration supports value-based care and patient-centered
treatment strategies to help improve outcomes and drive down costs, as well
as improved clinical trial design to help speed up and reduce costs of the
regulatory approval of medical products, then personalized medicine will fit in
very well,” says Pritchard.

Personalized Medicine Coalition (PMC), “The Personalized Medicine Report: Opportunity, Challenges, and the Future.”

Cost Savings

"There are added costs from diagnostic testing and analysis
services, but these costs should be more than offset,” says
Pritchard. “Overall care costs should go down because of money
saved avoiding ineffective treatments. Plus, the safety and
efficacy profile of these treatments in responders is much
improved.”

Personalized Medicine Coalition (PMC), “The Personalized Medicine Report: Opportunity, Challenges, and the Future.”

Personalized Medicine Testing
▪ Pharmacogenomics
▪ Pre-Natal Testing
-Downs, Edwards, Patau
▪ ACOG/ACMG Carrier Testing
-CF, SMA, Fragile X
▪ Hereditary Cancer
- Breast, Ovarian, Uterine, Colorectal, Stomach, Prostate,
Melanoma, Pancreatic
▪ Oncology
-Chemotherapeutics

Super Genes

Deepak Chopra, M.D.
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Pharmacogenomics:
Increasing the safety and
effectiveness of drug therapy

AMA Case Study
Pharmacogenomics:
Increasing the safety and
effectiveness of drug
therapy

Implementing
Proactive
Pharmacogenetic
Testing
as a Standard of Care
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“I think you should be more explicit here in step
two”

Thank You

“We are in a new era of the life sciences...but in no area of research is the
promise greater than in the field of personalized medicine.”

